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Planning and Sustainability Commission 
Recommendation


 

Adopt the Barbur Concept Plan


 

Continue to participate in SW Corridor Plan


 

Engage in discussion about citywide 
investment priorities


 

Continue addressing critical safety 
improvements on and near Barbur

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ll be coming back to this slide at the end, but to give you a preview of the PSC’s recommendations:
-adopt the concept plan by resolution 
-continued to be involved in the SW corridor plan process
-consider the SW corridor plan within the framework of upcoming updates to the Citywide Systems Plan
-continue to fund and advocate for safety improvements on Barbur



1982 Transit Plan

High Capacity Transit Story

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Barbur Concept Plan fits into and supports the SW Corridor Plan
So what is the SW Corridor and why are we looking at it?

This map shows the original transit corridor plan and what has been completed to date (nearly 75 miles):
Blue line – from gresham to downtown, and then to Hillsboro
Red line – to the airport
Yellow line – to the expo center
WES – connecting Beaverton and Wilsonville
Green line – to Clackamas town center
Portland Milwaukie (under construction)
And now the region is studying the SW corridor between downtown and sherwood.
[this was ranked highest in the 2010 Regional Transportation Plan for advancement]

=======================================================================

1986 - Banfield Light Rail (ODOT led)  Blue line from Gresham to Downtown
15 miles - Opened 1986, $214 million (1986$). 2010 daily ridership 40,500; $5.9 billion invested within 27 station areas. 
Westside Light Rail (Metro led) Blue line from Downtown to Hillsboro
18 miles - Opened 1998, $963 million (1998$). 2010 daily ridership 28,100; $2 billion invested within 20 station areas. 
Airport Light Rail (TriMet led) Red line from Hillsboro to Airport
5.5 miles - Opened 2001, $125 million (2001$); 2010 daily ridership 19,700; $280 million invested within 4 station areas. 
North Corridor Interstate MAX (Metro led) Yellow line from Expo Center to PSU
5.8 miles - Opened 2004, $350 million (2004$). 2010 daily ridership 15,200; $237 million invested within 10 station areas. 
Westside Express Service Commuter Rail (Washington County led) from Beaverton to Wilsonville
14.7 miles - Opened 2008, $1 billion (2008$). 2010 daily ridership 1,300; 5 station areas. 
South Corridor I-205/Portland Mall Light Rail (Metro led) Green Line
8.3 miles - Opened 2009, $575 million (2009$). 2010 daily ridership 20,000; 8 station areas. 
Portland Milwaukie Light Rail (Metro led)
7.3 miles – in progress
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SW Corridor Plan


 
Metro-led with 
TriMet and ODOT, 8 cities 
and 2 counties


 
Highest priority –

 High Capacity Transit Plan


 
HCT, roadway, multimodal, 
park and habitat 
improvements 


 
Leading with land-use Sherwood

Central 
CityBarbur Concept 

Plan Boundary

Southwest Corridor Plan Boundary

Tigard

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At its heart, the SW Corridor Plan is about High Capacity Transit.

But its also much more than that, differing from previous transit projects.
-It is a mobility corridor study looking at all modes of travel (roadway, bike, pedestrian, freight)
-Different approach, leading with land use, identifying the places to connect, what those places need to thrive, and then determining how best to connect them.

And that’s where the Land Use Visioning ideas in the Barbur Concept plan fit in. 
While the SW Corridor plan area is quite large, the Barbur Concept Plan is particularly focused on land uses on and adjacent to Barbur.

=============================================
List of partners…
(Portland, Tigard, Tualatin, Sherwood, Beaverton, Lake Oswego, Durham, King City – Multnomah and Washington County)
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Zooming in on Barbur


 

Metro 2040 Regional Growth 
Concept
Barbur is a “regional corridor”
West Portland Town Center

 AKA “The Crossroads”


 

4 distinct segments
Lair Hill
The Woods
Historic Hwy
Far Southwest

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So zooming in on Barbur…
 
This map shows Barbur in relation to the 2040 Regional Growth Concept
You can see the Hillsdale and West Portland Town Centers (also known as the “crossroads”) 
Barbur is a regional corridor - a major street that serves as a key transportation route for people and goods.  

In the report we discuss Barbur by it’s four distinct segments:
North- Lair Hill, feels like an inner neighborhood with classic street grid, sidewalks. OHSU and the National College of Natural Medicine are here
The woods- Once past Hamilton, you enter the wooded gateway between the central city and the areas further south. No commercial centers.
Historic Hwy – Area between Fred Meyer and Barbur World foods comprised of strip commercial and auto oriented uses. Some office.
Far Southwest – Barbur crosses I-5. This is where PCC-Sylvania campus is located
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Previous Planning Efforts


 

Barbur Streetscape Plan


 
SW Community Plan


 
High-Crash Corridor Study


 
Portland Plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not starting from scratch – BCP Builds on a number of past planning efforts (list)
-Barbur streetscape plan in late 90s
-SWCP identified that Barbur should be studied later in a more Barbur-centric focus.
-High Crash Corridor – identified a number of interim safety improvements
-Portland Plan – describes Portland as a healthy connected city, and introduces the concept of Barbur as a Civic Corridor
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Public Outreach


 

Direct-mail to 6,000 properties in study area


 
36 meetings and events reaching 900 people


 
12 Community Working Group meetings


 
7 Technical Advisory

 Group meetings


 
3 Community Forums


 
Monthly email updates

 to approx. 200 people

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There was extensive public outreach throughout the planning process. 
With meetings and events held in various locations along the corridor.

======================================================================================

Kicked off project by sending a postcard to over 6,000 properties in the study area
Held a number of briefings and meetings with various groups
Worked with the Community Working Group and Technical Advisory group over the 18 month process
Held three community forums in different locations along Barbur
Keep in touch with folks with a monthly email update.
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Barbur has “good bones”


 

More jobs than residents


 
Higher income and education attainment


 
Major learning and medical institutions


 
Significant zoned capacity along Barbur


 
Great access to downtown and 
visibility from I-5


 
Lower lease and rental market rates

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the reasons there is interest in this corridor is that Barbur has good bones.
More Jobs to residents = 32,000 jobs to 27,000 residents
20% higher median household income = $65,453 vs. $54,352 for city (20% higher)
Over ½ of eligible residents hold a bachelors degree or higher. = 56% vs. 40% in city
A number of major Institutions = PCC Sylvania, National College of Natural Medicine, OHSU, PSU
Significant zone capacity in the large stretches of general commercial zones on Barbur =
	224 acres of Comm Zone – potential for 31.5 million s.f. (~24 million additional)
	960 acres of Res Zone – potential for a total of 15,000 units (about 2,000 additional)
Great access to downtown, close to I-5
And lease and rental rates are about $2 less per square foot when compared to the city average.
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But there are challenges


 

Topography


 
Stormwater


 
Ped

 
and bike system gaps


 

Auto-oriented development


 
Few “stop, shop, and stroll”

 
places


 

Road design prioritizes regional traffic


 
Soft lease and rental market

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But it also faces some constraints…
Steep slopes, soils, and addressing stormwater affect development
6 linear miles of missing sidewalks. Critical gaps in bike lanes.
Auto oriented development pattern leaves few places like Multnomah Village where you are apt to stop, shop and take a stroll.
The road was built as a highway, but after I-5 went in, it retained its “throughput design” for moving vehicles
While the lower lease and rental rates offer affordable options, the current rates of return on investments make it more difficult for new projects to pencil out
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Vision and Goals

Transform Barbur 
Boulevard into a 

safe, vibrant, 
walkable, and 

enjoyable place to 
live, work, shop, 

and learn.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The community working group developed a vision, which is included in the report, along with supporting goals.

Basically, they boil down to making Barbur a more enjoyable place that better serves the needs of all people who live, work, shop or go to school in the corridor. 
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Developing the Preferred Concept


 

Urban design prototypes


 
Community preference using 
visuals


 

Community Working Group 
and community discussions


 

Developer interviews


 
Economic analysis 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using the information gleaned from the background reports,

We began developing the preferred concept using several tools:
Came up with urban design prototypes - alternative ways to relate development to barbur  
Surveyed the community about relative tolerable development intensities through visual mockups and mapping exercises
Interviewed developers and conducted economic analyses to ground truth the concepts.
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Urban Design Prototypes

Barbur as Main Street Parallel Main Street

Separated Slip Road Perpendicular Main Street

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-Based on observations from walks with community members, we found that some areas lent themselves to alternate main street arrangements.
these prototypes identify different ways that development could be oriented around barbur:
	-focus the activity on Barbur,
	-focus on a parallel street,
	-focus on a separated frontage road, or
	-focus on a perpendicular street.

==========================================

Barbur [capitol hill, 53rd]
Parallel [Naito in kelly, Corbett in hamilton, 26th]
Separated [crossroads]
Perpendicular [13th]
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1. 2.

3. 4.

Which image do you like best?

5. None of these 1 2 3 4 5

11% 8%

0%

11%

71%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-Next, we polled the community to gauge the relative level of preferred development intensity (ranging from modest improvements to high density)

[click] An overwhelming majority at both at the forum and on line polls preferred scenario 3 (medium mixed use)

We then asked participants to assign relative levels of development intensity to distinct focus areas along the corridor, 
along with needed infrastructure and other amenity improvements (parks, trails, roads, etc).

From this input, we then had the consultant team examine market feasibility for the various focus areas to see what the market could bear now, and in the future with additional investment.  

==========================================
# of forum participants = 42
# on line participants = 197
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Preferred Concept

Multnomah
Village

Hillsdale

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The resulting preferred concept shows “pulse points” along Barbur, 
They are primarily located in areas with greater connectivity across I-5 (to serve neighborhoods on both sides) 
and have existing basic services (grocers eg).
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Barbur Segments 
and Focus Areas
Lair Hill Segment


 
Kelly


 

Hamilton
The Woods Segment
Historic Hwy Segment


 
13th

 

Ave


 
Capitol Hill


 

26th

 

Ave
Far Southwest Segment


 
Crossroads


 

53rd

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-for each of the seven focus areas, an urban design concept was developed
-won’t cover all 7, but want to highlight 3 with the greatest potential for change with an investment in HCT: Kelly, 13th, and the Crossroads. 
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Kelly Focus Area


 

Improve connections to 
OHSU and NCNM


 

Recapture Ross Island 
Bridgehead area


 

Emphasize Naito as spine


 

Potential new I-405 cap 
connection from PSU

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the far north end of the corridor, is the Kelly area
OHSU and National college of natural medicine 
-take advantage of planned investments for both campuses

PSU is also anticipating growth. To take advantage of that, additional connections over I-405 would be beneficial
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Kelly Focus Area

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This urban design concept envisions Naito as the spine of the neighborhood with improved crossings to knit the neighborhood back together

Reconfiguring the Ross island bridge ramps could free up as much as 4 city blocks of developable property
- for a potential park and mixed use development.
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13th
 

Ave Focus Area


 
“Perpendicular”

 
main 

street oriented to 13th


 

New signal at 
Barbur/13th


 

Stormwater and 
habitat enhancements


 
Added housing options 
within walking distance 
of Fred Meyer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
the SW 13th Focus Area is located in the Historic Highway segment, near the Fred Meyer

Here, a perpendicular main street prototype was applied:
-takes advantage of the quieter side street

A new signal at 13th allows better access to, from, and across Barbur

Opportunities to daylight portions of stephens creek

Housing options near Fred Meyer offer opportunities for seniors or students.
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13th
 

Ave Focus Area

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is the urban design concept –
We did a couple photo mock-ups to show potential relative change

Arrow indicates the vantage of the photo
-before
-after – with ground floor retail, and housing above.
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Crossroads Focus Area


 

Potential roadway and onramp 
reconfiguration


 
Redevelop transit center with 
structured parking and shops


 
Mixed use development 
oriented to street


 
Improved bike and pedestrian 
routes and crossings

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Crossroads, also known as the West Portland Town Center. It is where I-5, Barbur, Capitol Hwy, Taylors ferry, all converge. 
This is also where the only southbound I-5 on ramp after downtown is located (4 miles between them). 
As a result, there is significant congestion around the area, stifling redevelopment potential, and the prospect of additional development creates concerns for nearby residents who struggle with the current traffic levels.

Liberating the town center so that it can flourish will require significant transportation investment:
-new southbound on ramp located further north to reduce demand at this location
-reconfigured freeway ramps to reduce impact on neighborhood streets
-reconfigured intersection design to control speeds, move traffic and reduce overall congestion.
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Crossroads Focus Area

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this urban design concept, you can see that the Barbur transit center site has been transformed:
From a 5 acre surface parking lot into a retail and entertainment district with structured parking.

Here, we took advantage of the frontage road as a separated slip road, as shown here (photo)
to create a calm side street with on street parking and buildings brought up to the street.
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Concept Plan Key Findings


 
Address current deficiencies to support 
transit investments


 
Future zoning refinements
‐

 
Ross Island Bridgehead

‐
 

West Portland Town Center


 

High Capacity Transit is the catalyst
‐

 
Change the look and feel of Barbur

‐
 

Provide travel options
‐

 
Reliable, high quality system will help stimulate private 
investment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The concept plan contains a number of recommendations intended to carry forward the community’s expectations for 
-safety improvements
-improved connections from and between neighborhoods
-reducing traffic noise and air quality impacts
-and addressing current infrastructure deficiencies that will also support future transit investments


There are a couple of key findings that also emanate from the report:
Only minor zoning changes needed. A lesson learned during the Southwest Community Plan process was concern about intrusion of high density into single family established neighborhoods. The concepts in this plan can be accomplished within existing zoning entitlements, with the exception of two potential areas: 
-The four acres of reconfigured right of way at the Ross Island Bridgehead could be zoned more intensely (currently R2 and R1)
-Following additional Town center area-specific planning, the West Portland Town Center area will need to be rezoned to realize the anticipated population growth – but this will be contingent on the transportation and other infrastructure investments described earlier.

2) Most notably, for Barbur to really change, high capacity transit is the catalyst. With a reconstructed roadway and investment in multi-modal enhancements, the market analysis shows that this creates the atmosphere where property owners and lenders can see greater return on their investments. 
There are other tools in the recommendations that can help kick start this investment, but absent a permanent, reliable, high quality transit system these tools can not sustain the type of change that is needed to transform Barbur.


===========================================================
Three steps to bridging the market gap to achieve the land use vision:
Policy changes
Infrastructure investments
Redevelopment tools
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Next Steps

Focus now shifts to SW Corridor Plan:


 
Summer 2013 –

 
shared investment strategy 

and implementation plan


 
Summer 2014 –

 
begin NEPA process


 

~2017 –
 

choose locally preferred alternative


 
~2020 –

 
begin project construction 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next steps:
This completes this phase of the Barbur Concept Plan, so the focus now shifts to the SW Corridor Plan
Over the next few months, regional partners will develop a shared investment strategy:
   -to have a narrowed selection of transit alignments, roadway and active transportation projects

These will then be further refined in preparation for entering the federal permitting process, to begin around summer 2014

Assuming the NEPA process is completed on time, regional partners would then need to select a preferred alternative (sometime around 2017)

And assuming the decisions and funding all come together, construction could possibly begin at the earliest in 2020.
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Planning and Sustainability Commission 
Recommendation


 

Adopt the Barbur Concept Plan


 

Continue to participate in SW Corridor Plan


 

Engage in discussion about citywide 
investment priorities


 

Continue addressing critical safety 
improvements on and near Barbur

Presenter
Presentation Notes

The PSC is recommending that:
-council adopt the concept plan by resolution 
-the city continue to be involved in the SW corridor plan process
-there be a discussion about our citywide investment priorities as we consider updates to the Citywide Systems Plan
-the city continue to fund and advocate for safety improvements along Barbur boulevard.
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Questions?
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